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As a general engineering contractor, PFC has built a reputation for
delivering innovative solutions in the construction of Commercial,
Residential and Industrial applications.

To be row model company for premier construction, projects
management and special engineering solutions provider by achieving
extraordinary results for our customers, real careers growth for PFC
people and earning real value of what we deliver.

Why? 
PFC Group
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01 CIVIL 
CONSTRUCTION

1.1 SUB STRUCTURE & SUPER STRUCTURE

PFC provides customers with the most efficient and cost-effective value
engineered solutions available to complete projects on time and under
budget.
PFC advises customers on pre-construction choice based on an in-depth
evaluation according to site circumstances.
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1.2  Plastering

PFC is an experienced wall and Floor plastering Maintenance Company that
operates with professionalism & High-Quality Service, Coving all small to
large scale jobs such as Patchwork, Remodelling, New Construction, Perimeter
Walls, Planters & Accent Walls, we have worked with a number of builders,
companies from Construction.

The final finishing touches start with plastering and surface finishing, which
ultimately results in a 100% satisfaction factor for the entire
structure/building. PFC's plaster expertise provides maximum protection
from the environment. The addition of a topcoat prevents the penetration of
weather elements such as heat or rain and enhances texture. PFC pays
attention to every detail to ensure quality is maintained. And that's why we
have a huge list of satisfied customers. 
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Blockwork is valuable and solid, and builds quickly. When properly
insulated, Blockwork is just as energy efficient as stamps. PFC uses a
variety of well- established methods to construct walls and Plinthson all
of our projects. Lift shafts, block and beam floors, and plant room walls
are all examples of Blockwork PFC formation. 
PFC installs different type of block work such as Hollow concrete blocks,
Concrete Bricks, Solid concrete blocks, Lintel blocks, Paving Blocks and
Aerated Autoclaved Concrete Block (AAC). PFC not only remodels
residential structures, but also commercial ones. PFC provides
renovation services for both indoor and outdoor spaces for a variety of
projects. 

1.3  Blockworks
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PFC specializes in associate work with over ten years of experience. PFC
ensures proper paver installation to provide our customers with a lifetime
paving solution. The accuracy of the paving is very important, while other
factors such as a suitable base made of limestone, granite or other
stones suitable for the site and proper compaction are all that is
required. 
PFC offer all types of interlock services. PFC have a team of highly
qualified staff with extensive experience in the field of interlocking. PFC
aims to provide professional and systematised services to facilitate the
performance of quality work with tight control over time procedures. PFC
offers you the best service by using original materials and advanced
tools, tight locking techniques. 

1.4 Interlocks
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PFC a specialist in broad variety of surface solutions and therefore offers
a comprehensive range of road Curb, slabs, and edgings services. The
paving service of PFC is widely used in commercial, industrial and
residential areas. PFC offers different types of stone including edging,
garden pavers, interlocking pavers to help you complete your project. PFC
provides the best quality of work with our experienced team within a
reasonable cost range. 
From the installation of a new pavement with high-quality Curbstones
and slabs to the addition of beautiful and practical edge slabs to a
freshly resurfaced road or driveway, PFC will have the perfect solution.
PFC undertakes pavement installation and restoration projects for a
range of purposes and environments. 

1.5 Kerb Stones
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1.6 Screeding

PFC offers a wide selection of  Screeding Systems to meet your project
needs. Traditional Mortars, Fiber Screeds, Quick-Dying Mortars, Polymer
Mortars, Liquid Mortars, Rubber Mortars, Lytag (Fly Ash) Mortars, Anti-
Bacterial Mortars & Subfloors, Quick-Setting MMA Resin & Monolithic
Mortars only are a few of the Services. Glazing materials provided by PFC,
as well as Primers, Moisture Proof Films, Insulation & Sealants. Seamless
Terrazzo, Parking Deck & Industrial Floor are the Main work ares.
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PFC undertake the responsibility of design, fabrication and installation
of all steel structure works in commercial & residential type building like
warehouse, Roof structure, canopies, façade support, cladding support &
roof canopies. PFC offers Supply, Fabrication & Erection services under
three broad classifications Design & Engineering, Construction
Engineering. PFC have the facility to offer full design and construction of
all types of structural steel works. 

02 
STEEL STRUCTURE,  
FABRICATIONS &
ERECTION
2.1 HEAVY STEEL STRUCTURES
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PFC specializes in the installation of PIR and Rockwool Insulated Roof &
Wall Panels, Corrugated Metal Sheets, Metal Decking Profiles, Purlins
and Standing Seam Roofing for architectural façades and commercial
and industrial roofing projects. 

2.2  Insulated & Non-
Insulated Cladding

PFC specializes in the installation of PIR and Rockwool Insulated Roof
& Wall Panels, Corrugated Metal Sheets, Metal Decking Profiles,
Purlins and Standing Seam Roofing for architectural façades and
commercial and industrial roofing projects. PFC has executed major
projects in EMAL, DUBAL & Zahia City Center, Power Plants, Water
Treatment Plants. 
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PFC is specialized and has done many projects for both Life Line
Installation and Life line Commissioning. PFC provides horizontal lifeline
system which is designed to give safe access to any area of roof by
allowing workers to be permanently attached to the line at all times. This
includes 8mm 316 stainless steel wire, an inline shock absorber that
minimizes loads applied to both the user and the building in event of a
fall. The design has been configured and tested for use on variety of roof
types like Standing Seam, Metal Profile. 

2.3  Fall Arrest System
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2.4 Access Platforms

PFC has extensive experience in making staircase, walkaway and
platforms for buildings and civil engineering structures. PFC designs and
provides a safe means of access up and over obstructions present in a
designated walkway as part of a safe roof access system or as a
standalone item used internally (i.e., warehousing) when access is
required. 

To provide PFC with the most effective and affordable solutions for your
project, PFC uses a wide selection of products from different
manufactures. PFC aims to provide a cost effective solution for
challenging Projects.
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2.5 Rehabilitation of
Industrial Structures 

PFC is an offers affordable roof rehabilitation service. PFC provides
solutions that are adhere directly to the clean bare substrate surface,
whether it is a new deck or an existing roof system. PFC decreases
adhesion Debris, grease, dust, or any other bond-breakers trapped
between the deck’s roofing surface and the freshly applied fluid
substance will weaken or block adhesion. 

PFC specialise in offering high strength epoxy primers variety of water
proofing systems that creates a tight membrane, thereby preventing
water leaking from roof and increase the durability of cladding. 
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03 INTERIORS & FIT
OUT

3.1 PAINTING
PFC provides a wide range of services across all aspects - Decorating,
Industrial coatings, National painting, Infrastructural Painting and
Commercial paintings. PFC's paint and decoration team has a wealth of
knowledge and experience and can understand your decoration
requirements, provide suggestions when necessary, and redecorate your
house or premises to a professional level. 
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PFC creates the right partition for the room, whether the material is glass,
wood or metal. With our various gypsum and glass partitions, we design
full walls, partial walls, movable walls and lightweight walls. The features
of PFC partition include Superior product quality, Extensive products,
Versatile combination, Innovative customised solution. 

3.2  Wall Partitioning

PFC provides unique and best-matched solutions for all your interior
design purposes. PFC believes that high-quality installation and
fastening are one of the most important factors for a good interior
system. PFC is a professional and comprehensive method for your
(home, shop, apartment, building, villa, hotel, school and hospital),
renovation and maintenance or new projects. 
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PFC can provide you with the perfect trip to make your dream kitchen
come true. The PFC team are experts in kitchen construction and will
handle all elements of your custom kitchen installation and renovation,
including plumbing, gas and electric supplies, as part of your kitchen
purchase. 
PFC provides you with process assurance, so you can be confident that
your kitchen will be installed to the highest industry standards. The PFC
installation service can save you valuable time, especially when
installing sinks, countertops and electrical appliances and other more
complex tasks. 

3.3  Kitchen Installation
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3.4 Floor Lamination

PFC is a leading Laminate Flooring contractor in Dubai & In The United
Arab Emirates. Laminate Flooring is an in expensive alternative to solid
wood flooring, available for your project.

If you like natural beauty that is easy to install, Laminate Flooring is the
best option because it patented Unclick Locking System is eeasy to
install. PFC can offer you best and class variety of colors and Finishes to
Choose from, PFC will provide you the assurance of a custom look at an
affordable price.
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3.5 Wallpaper
Installation

Wallpaper restoration is an art and PFC have done it very well in various
projects in Dubai and all over UAE.PFC don't have workers who can only
repair wallpaper, but PFC’s strength and backbone is our team of
wallpaper repairmen, repairing walls with a rich combination of aesthetic
concepts. 
Experienced PFC team members can use ultra-efficient tools and
adhesives to attach wallpaper to hard-to-reach corners and edges. PFC
follow a step-by-step procedure, such as area inspection, measurement,
wallpaper cutting, surface treatment, adhesive application, wallpaper
placement, wallpaper smoothing, edge and corner trimming and
leveling.
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3.6 Gypsum Works

PFC lives up to our commitment to quality and reliability in every
transaction and in every drywall contract. PFC provides Gypsum Partition,
Gypsum Ceiling, Gypsum Bulkhead ,60 x 60 Gypsum ceiling with
suspension and 69 x 60 Metallic ceiling. As one of the top suspended
ceiling contractors in the league, PFC is very popular in Dubai. In addition,
PFC offer complete drywall ceiling solutions for offices, homes, living
rooms and bedrooms. 

PFC meets the requirements for residential and commercial gypsum
ceilings in the UAE. In addition, PFC’s cost-effective ceiling solutions will
not only bring a stylish and attractive appearance to your home and
office. 
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PFC is the leading electrical and plumbing contractor in Dubai and the
United Arab Emirates. PFC service is the repair/replacement of
electromechanical equipment, including switchboards, circuit boards,
circuit breakers, ELCB, lighting equipment, control panels, switches and
water heaters. Repair of external leakage of pipelines. Repair and
replace sanitary faucets and pay attention to drainage problems. 

3.7 Electrical & Plumping
Work

In order to provide the most effective and affordable solution for your
project, PFC uses a variety of product options from different
manufacturers. PFC aims to provide cost-effective solutions for
challenging projects. 
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In order to provide the most efficient and affordable solution for your
project, PFC uses a variety of product options from different
manufacturers. PFC aims to provide profitable solutions for challenging
projects. 

When it comes to carpentry and aluminium work, PFC provides the best
solution from initial design to production, ensuring flawless execution
and first-class quality control. PFC provides you with the services of
window and door frames, sliding doors and windows, stair handrails and
glass window supports. 

3.8 Carpentry &
Alluminum
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GALLERY
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GALLERY
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GALLERY
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